Figure 131—Engine Fire Wall and Unit Installation

ENGINE NO. 1
1. CARBURETOR INTAKE
2. OIL DILUTION VALVE
3. RESTRICTION FITTING
4. DILUTION FUEL
5. OIL DILUTION LINK
6. FUEL PRESSURE LINK
7. VAPOR REMOVAL CONNECTION
8. PRIMER LINK
9. ENGINE OIL "OUT" CONNECTION
10. THROTTLE CONTROL ROD
11. MIXTURE CONTROL ROD
12. NOZZLE COIL RETAINER
13. MAGNETO RETAINER
14. COIL-PLUG LINK
15. PROPELLER ANTI-ICE LINK
16. FIRE EXTINGUISHER LINE
17. MANUAL SPARKER HANDLE
18. SUPERCHARGER REGULATOR - OIL "IN"
19. SUPERCHARGER REGULATOR - OIL "OUT"
20. GENERATOR LEADS
21. ENGINE OIL "IN" CONNECTION
22. AUXILIARY TRANSMISSION - MANIFOLD PRESSURE
23. AUXILIARY TRANSMISSION - OIL PRESSURE
24. ENGINE OIL VENTILATORS
25. FUEL STRAINER
26. EXHAUST SPACE
27. ENGINE MOUNTING BOLTS
28. PROPELLER FEATHERING UNIT

ENGINE NO. 2
1. CARBURETOR INTAKE
2. OIL DILUTION VALVE
3. RESTRICTION FITTING
4. DILUTION FUEL LINK
5. OIL DILUTION LINE
6. FUEL PRESSURE LINE
7. OIL VENT CONNECTION
8. VAPOR REMOVAL CONNECTION
9. VACUUM CONNECTION - PRESSURE
10. PRIMER LINK
11. GLYCOL CONNECTION - "OUT"
12. ENGINE OIL LINE - "IN"
13. GLYCOL CONNECTION - "IN"
14. SUPERCHARGER REGULATOR LINE - "OUT"
15. SUPERCHARGER REGULATOR LINE - "IN"
16. PROPELLER ANTI-ICE LINK
17. ENGINE OIL LINE - "OUT"
18. MIXTURE CONTROL ROD
19. THROTTLE CONTROL ROD
20. FIRE EXTINGUISHER CONNECTION
21. VACUUM CONNECTION - SUCTION
22. GLYCOL HEATER
23. FUEL STRAINER
24. EXHAUST SPACE
25. ENGINE MOUNTING BOLTS
26. PROPELLER FEATHERING UNIT